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Introduction
Welcome to the BDC Email Guide!
• What can you expect from this document:
• Overview of the new BDC email functionality
• Information from the American Red Cross on the importance of following BDC
emails guidelines
• Specific directions on which email to send for the type of drive the BDC is
selecting, and the target audience for the email
• Benefits of following the recommended Email processes and implications when
guidelines aren't followed
• Screenshots of all six email templates and the Send Emails screen
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BDC Email Overview – Key Points
The new BDC Email functionality offers BDCs, both new and seasoned alike, a standardized means for
communicating with donors associated to their Sponsor
The following represents a few guidelines that the American Red Cross (ARC) would like BDCs to be aware of
when sending emails:
1. American Red Cross Marketing will be emailing donors to support campaigns regularly. In most cases,
the donors will be provided with multiple drive opportunities to donate including your upcoming drive.
To ensure your email gets proper attention from the donor, limit the number of emails sent per drive
based on the guidelines provided in the following slides.
2. There are three email types that can be sent by a BDC (General Recruiting, Thank You, and We Missed
You). Each topic has an English and Spanish version. Please select the template that is best suited for
your donor group based on their desired language.
3. The text of the email templates are set and cannot be edited. However, each email has a Personal Note
field that the BDC can enter in vital information for the purposes of the email. For example in a General
Recruitment email, the BDC can put in helpful information about the drive location or fun giveaways at
the drive. This field can be left blank if the BDC chooses.
4. The BDC is responsible for entering a Subject Line for the email. To grab the donors attention create a
subject line that is short, direct, and in the proper language as it relates to the content of the email.
This field is required. This field is required.
5. It is recommended that the BDC send a test email message to themselves before sending it out to the
donors so that they can see exactly how the email will look to the audience.
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BDC Send Emails Screen
The below screen is what the BDC sees when selecting the “Send Emails” URL from the left navigation panel
To Note: The numbered fields 1-3 in this screen represent the first three column headers in the following slides
that recommend the path for sending BDC Emails
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Recommended Email Path: General Recruitment
The below table explains the advantages of using this email template, donor filter, and drive combination to
effectively recruit donors. The General Recruitment email content is written specifically for donors who have not
yet scheduled an appointment for an upcoming drive.
Email Template

Drive Type

Target Group Checkbox

Description

Recommendation

It would be beneficial for a BDC to send this email for
upcoming drives with this checkbox because:
1. The drive may have been visible for some time on the
Online Scheduling System, with many appointments already
scheduled
General
Recruitment

Upcoming
Drive

• Only use this
path

2. Sending an email about this drive to just those without an
All Donors without a
appointment scheduled means the BDC is targeting those
scheduled appointment
• Only send this
donors affiliated to the sponsor who do not have an
email once per
appointment for the specific drive in question
drive
3. This eliminates the risk of confusion to donors receiving an
email when they already have an appointment scheduled. It
also maximizes the BDC's ability to target, with special
messaging, those individuals they know don't have an
appointment for the drive

Important: The system does not limit the BDC to only select the above path. BDC users should be aware that not
following this path could cause a negative Donor experience
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Sample BDC Email: General Recruitment
English Template

Spanish Template
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Recommended Email Path: Thank You
The below table explains the advantages of using this email template, donor filter, and drive combination to
effectively recruit donors. The Thank You email content is written specifically for donors who attended/donated at
a past (specific) drive.
Email Template

Drive Type

Target Group Checkbox

Description

Recommendation

It would be beneficial for a BDC to send this email for past
drives with this checkbox because:
1. The drive has completed and the BDC wishes to thank
those who donated

Thank You

Past Drive

2. "Attending" the drive means the individual actually
donated at the drive. The Online Scheduling System does not • Only use this
recognize anyone who did not show up to that drive who had
path
All Donors who attended an appointment, or anyone who showed up but did not
the selected drive(s) donate as someone who "Attended." Only those who
• Only send this
donated will receive this email if this checkbox is selected.
email once per
drive
3. The benefit of selecting this route is that only those who
attended and donated will receive an email thanking them for
the donation - and further encouraging them to schedule
themselves for a future appointment, helping to facilitate a
positive donor experience. It also allows the BDC to add
personal messaging that would only make sense to those who
donated.

Important: The system does not limit the BDC to only select the above path. BDC users should be aware that not
following this path could cause a negative Donor experience
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Sample BDC Email: Thank You
English Template

Spanish Template
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Recommended Email Path: We Missed You
The below table explains the advantages of using this email template, donor filter, and drive combination to
effectively recruit donors. The We Missed You email content is written specifically for donors who did not attend a
specific drive that occurred in the past.
Email Template

Drive Type

Target Group Checkbox

Description
It would be beneficial for a BDC to send this email for past
drives with this checkbox because:

Recommendation

1. The drive has completed and the BDC wishes to send a
note to those who had scheduled an appointment but did not
donate

We Missed You

Past Drive

2. "Not Attending" the drive means the individual had an
appointment but did not actually donate at the drive. They
may have showed up at the drive, but did not donate and
All Donors who did not
therefore do not have a donation record for the drive.
attend the selected
Anyone who did donate will not receive this email with the
drive(s)
drive type and checkbox selected as shown in this path.

• Only use this
path
• Only send this
email once per
drive

3. The benefit of selecting this route is that only those who
did not donate that had an appointment schedule will receive
an email saying that the American Red Cross missed them
and encourages them to schedule another appointment. This
provides a positive customer experience because there could
be many reasons why the customer did not donate and the
follow-up email will demonstrate the Red Cross' commitment
to its donors.

Important: The system does not limit the BDC to only select the above path. BDC users should be aware that not
following this path could cause a negative Donor experience
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Sample BDC Email: We Missed You
English Template

Spanish Template
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